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ABSTRACT

A portion of a chalcogenide transformation film in a less
reflective phase responds to a low energy laser beam
writing pulse by transforming to a crystalline phase. A
marrnem alloy, secured to the bottom side of the film,
responds to a longer erasing pulse of a lower energy
laser beam at the same portion by physically stressing
the film only at that same portion. The film portion
responds to the physical stress by transforming back to
a less reflective phase. An optical reader interprets the
crystalline phase as a digital logic "I", and the less
reflective phase as a digital logic "0".
24 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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able signal-to-noise ratio when the optical reader reads
the stored data.
ERASABLE OPTICAL MEMORY EMPLOYING A
The energy required to operate the laser for the writMARMEN ALLOY TO EFFECT PHASE-CHANGE
ing and erasing operations is a function of the temperaERASING IN A CHALCOGENIDE FILM
S ture and time length of the laser pulses. Typical writing
temperatures have been around 1000 F., and erasing
This is a continuation application of co-pending applitemperatures still higher. Thus, the high energy recation Ser. No. 847,992, filed on Apr. 3, 1986, now
quired to operate the later has greatly limited the use of
abandoned.
this technology.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Thus, a need remains for erasable optical memories
10
that retain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio after re1. Field of the Invention
peated write-erase operations. A need also exists in such
The present invention relates in general to erasable
memories for the capability to erase in a practical manoptical memories. It relates more particularly to the
ner single bits of data from the inscription data track.
inscription of data into, and the reading or erasing of
such data from, a layer of such a memory.
15
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
2. Description of the Related Art
The above-noted and other drawbacks of the prior
One widely used form of an optical memory is the
art are met by providing a method and apparatus for
optical disk. Optical disks are made from a disk of a
erasing individual bits of stored digital data in a chalcorigid and generally transparent material which sandwiches a thin film of a light-reactive material. The disk 20 genide transformation film. The invention features the
capability of physically stressing the transformation
rotates at a relatively high speed and passes in front of
film to erase single bits of the stored digital data. A
a reading head which detects the data which has been
marmen alloy, on which the transformation film is derecorded in the surface layer. For some optical disks,
posited, stresses the film in response to a laser beam heat
the data is stored in the form of perforations in the
surface layer. An optical reader reads the data by pass- 25 pulse. The undesirable signal-to-noise ratio and the
great difficulty of erasing single bits of digital data,
ing a laster beam through the transparent support and
common to prior art devices, are virtually eliminated by
through the data storage holes of the optical disk or by
reflecting a laser beam through the transparent support
the invention.
Delamination between the film and the alloy does not
of the disk onto the surface layer. The data can also be
stored in the form of surface deformations in which 30 occur. Thus, repeated write-erase operations cause no
delamination and therefore have little adverse effect on
reflections from the deformations cause different readthe signal-to-noise ratio. The invention is believed to
ings.
provide the first erasable optical memory which can
For erasable optical memories such as optical disks,
achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio after retwo types of structures exist for the inscription layer:
non-erasable structures such as perforated metal layers, 35 peated write-erase operations.
In one aspect of the invention, a single bit of digital
and erasable structures such as photographic structures,
data, occupying as little surface area on the film as 0.3
photo resists, and ablative thin films. Erasable structures
by 0.3 micron, may be erased. This exceeds the current
use amorphous, metallic, or semiconducting materials,
optical reader capabilities of 0.6 by 0.6 micron. Typical
or magnetooptic, photochromic, photoferroelectric,
thermoplastic, or photodichroic materials, or chalco- 40 recording areas are 0.6 by 0.6 micron, but the present
invention achieves accuracy down to 0.3 by 0.3 micron.
genide films. These materials change their optical propSelective erasing and editing of information stored on
erties after laser beam inscription. The general disadan optical disk is therefore now feasible. The invention
vantage of such erasable structures in the past has been
is believed to be the first optical memory in which arbia low signal-to-noise ratio, and the inability to erase
individual bits of digital data. It is believed that until the 45 trarily selected individual bits of digital data may be
selectively erased, without having to erase an entire
present invention, an entire optical disk, an entire secoptical disk, or sector, or track of the disk, while maintion of the disk, or a track of the disk had to be erased
taining disk integrity through a passive change in matebefore rewriting could occur.
In one prior memory, a laser beam applies a heat
rial properties.
In the practice of the present invention, greatly repulse during a write operation to cause a highly expansi- 50
ble central layer to expand, raise, and disengage from a
duced laser temperatures may be used to write and
lower supporting surface, and to deform a layer of a
erase. Since this greatly reduces the electrical power
requirements for writing and erasing laser beams, the
relatively inexpansible marmem alloy superimposed on
technology of laser beam writing and erasing may now
the central layer. The central layer then cools, lowers,
and disengages from the marmem alloy protuberance. 55 be used in an increased number of applications. FurtherTo erase the protuberance, a more powerful laser beam
more, data stored using the present invention has at
heat pulse changes the marmem alloy from its martensleast a ten-year storage life. Also, the memory of the
itic phase to a crystallographic phase, thus returning the
present invention is substantially immune to degradamarmem alloy to its original flat shape. The flat martion when data is erased and rewritten repeatedly.
mem alloy once again engages the highly expansible 60
The above-noted and other objects and advantages of
lower layer.
the present invention will become more apparent from
a detailed description of a preferred embodiment when
The continuing engagement-disengagement cycle
between the upper and lower layers during write-erase
read in conjunction with the drawings.
operations eventually results in partial but permanent
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
disengagement of the layers. Applicant believes the 65
permanent disengagement prevents a deformation in the
The invention will further be described by reference
central layer from producing a protuberance of suffito the accompanying drawings wgich illustrate a precient size in the upper marmen layer to give an acceptferred form of erasable optical memory embodying the
0
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present invention. In the drawings like members bear
appreciated that the relative thicknesses of the marmem
alloy 14 and the film 16 are not drawn to scale.
like reference numerals.
FIG. 1 is a sectional view on an erasable optical memImpact of the laser pulse 26 on the portion 24b of film
16 causes this portion to be transformed from a low
ory structure according to the invention,
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of an atomic scale of 5 reflectivity phase 16a to a high reflectivity, or crystala small segment or portion of the transformation film
line, phase. or state 16b. The temperature and duration
and marmen layers of FIG. 1 at an ambient temperature
of the beam are selected to effect this transformation but
at the same time not cause any substantial change in the
after the portion has been irradiated by a high temperastructure of the alloy layer 14. In that regard, the comture laser beam pulse of short duration,
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the same segment 10 position of the marmem alloy 14 is chosen so that it is
or portion shown in FIG. 2, taken immediately after the
not affected by the heating pulse 26, and thus remains in
segment or portion has been irradiated by a lower temits martensitic phase 14a. In FIG. 2 it will be noted that
the portion 14a of the alloy is shown to include a orthoperature laser beam pulse of longer duration, and
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the same segment
rhombic martensitic shift 28 in the range of perhaps
or portion shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 taken shortly after 15 three to nine angstroms above the surface 30 of the
marmen alloy.
the segment or portion has been irradiated by the lower
temperature laser beam.
The crystalline phase, or state, 16b of the portion 24b
of the film, at ambient temperature after cooling from
DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
the effect of the writing pulse, exhibits a more reflective
EMBODIMENT
20 state. Thus. a light striking the portion 24b in its crystalReferring to the drawings, and in particular to FIG.
line phase 16b is reflected to register a digital bit of data,
e.g., a logic "I" with an optical reader 31. Thus, the
1, a section 10 of an erasable optical memory is deheating pulse 26 is a writing pulse that writes a digital
picted. The section 10 comprises a supporting platform
12, a layer ofmarmem (martensitic memory) alloy 14, a
data bit onto the portion 24b of the film. The portion
layer of chalcogenide transformation film 16, and an 25 24b remains in its crystalline phase indefinitely, as long
optional protection layer 18. The film 16 is deposited on
as no thermal or physical stresses are applied to the
the marmem alloy 14. An adhesive 22 tightly bonds the
portion 24b.
marmem alloy 14 to the supporting platform 12. AlIn the preferred and illustrated embodiment, a laser
pulse 26 of about one hundred nanoseconds duration
though there exist many cha1cogenide transformation
films, in the preferred embodiment samarium sulfide is 30 and having an energy level of about 15-20 milliwatts is
used for the film 16. The preferred thickness of the film
sufficient for writing on the film without affecting the
is about 1,000 angstroms. Other suitable films include
marmen alloy 16.
Referring now to FIG. 3, there is depicted the same
films of the cha1cogenide family of films, or any film
whose different phases exhibit different light absorption
portion 24a,b of section 10 of the erasable optical memand reflectivity.
35 ory immediately after that portion 24 has been irradiAlthough many different martensitic memory alloys
ated by a longer, lower energy level pulse 32 from a
exist that may be used as the marmem alloy 14, in a
laser beam. The duration and energy level of the pulse
32 are selected to transform the marmen alloy portion
preferred embodiment nickel-titanium, also known as
24a to its crystallographic phase, or state, without adnitinol. is the preferred material. The thickness of the
marmem alloy 14 is not especially critical, but it can be 40 versely affecting the film 16. In the preferred and illusmade thicker or thinner to enhance heat transfer charactrated embodiment, the pulse 32 has a duration of about
teristics. However, the marmem alloy 14 preferably has
one hundred microseconds, and an energy level of
a thickness in the range of about one ten-thousandths of
about 1-2 milliwatts. The laser beam pulse 32, for examan inch down to about one-half of one thousandth of an
ple. causes the atoms 34 of the alloy portion 24a to
inch. Thus, the marmem alloy 14 is approximately 100 45 move from an orthorhombic structure in the martensitic
times thicker than the film 16 in the preferred embodiphase 14a to a B2 superlattice structure in the crystalloment.
graphic phase 14b. This movement of the atoms 34 from
The section 10 is depicted in FIG. 1 at ambient temone atomic structure to another atomic structure reperature, i.e.• normally about 70· F. The composition of
duces or eliminates the shift 28.
the marmem alloy 14 is chosen so that at ambient tem- 50
This reduction of, for example, only three to nine
perature it is in a martensitic phase, or state, 14a. The
angstroms is not sufficient to cause physical deformacomposition of the film 16 is chosen so that at ambient
tion of the portion 24b of the film, but is enough movetemperature it is in a low reflectivity phase, or state, 160
ment to stress the film sufficiently to cause the portion
and is therefore less reflective than after a phase change.
24b of the film to change from the tight crystalline
Referring now to FIG. 2, a cross-section of a micro- 55 phase 16b to the less reflective phase 16a. The film 16 in
scopic memory portion 24a,b of section 10 is depicted
its less reflective phase 160 reflects light with less intenafter being irradiated by a short, high temperature laser
sity. The optical reader 31, sensing the light reflecting
beam heating pulse 26. Portion 24a is a portion of the
off of the less reflective phase film 16a of the portion
marmen layer 14, and portion 24b is a portion of the film
24b, interprets that lesser reflection as representing a
layer 16. The surface area of the portion 24b typically is 60 logic "0" of digital data. Thus, the heating pulse 32 is an
as small as 0.6 by 0.6 micron. Substantially all of the film
erasing pulse that erases the digital data bit from the
16 may be partitioned into microscopic memory porportion 24b of the film.
tions similar to portion 24b. Optical readers presently
Referring now to FIG. 4, the marmem alloy portion
available typically read portions approximately 0.6 by
24a substantially immediately cools and returns to its
0.6 micrometer. However, the present invention allows 65 martensitic phase 14a, again stressing the portion 24b of
portions as small as about 0.3 by about 0.3 micron to be
the film. However, since the digital bit of data has now
written and selectively erased. While portions 24a,b are
been erased from portion 24b, the stress causes no furshown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 on an atomic scale, it is
ther change in the portion 24b of the film.
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The composition of the marmem alloy and the composition of the cha1cogenide transformation film are
coordinated to achieve the write-erase operation described above. The film has a transition temperature
from a less reflective phase to a crystalline phase which
is substantially above the transition temperature of the
marmem alloy from its martensitic phase to its crystallographic phase. The film may be doped to obtain this
differential in transition temperatures. The differential is
sufficient so that erasing digital data by irradiating the
marmem alloy with a laser beam heating pulse occurs at
a temperature significantly below writing digital data
by irradiating the film with a laser beam. Otherwise, the
erasing operation by heating the marmem could undesirably heat the film to cause writing to occur. Also, the
writing operation on the film could undesirably heat the
marmem alloy close to its transition temperature, causing it to stress the film and immediately erase what had
been written.
Although many combinations of films and alloys are
within the scope of this invention, it is desirable to use
the lowest possible temperature of a laser beam heat
pulse, thus reducing power requirements. In a preferred
embodiment, the film 16 has a transition temperature of
about 400· F., and transforms from a less reflective
phase to a crystalline phase in response to irradiation
with a laser writing pulse 26 of about 15-20 milliwatts,
lasting about one hundred nanoseconds. The marmem
alloy 14 preferably has a transition temperature of about
ISO· F. and transforms from a martensitic phase 140 to
a crystallographic phase 14b in response to irradiation
by a laser erasing pulse 32 of about 1-2 milliwatts, lasting about 100 microseconds.
The principles, preferred embodiments and modes of
operation of the present invention have been described
in the foregoing specification. The invention is not to be
construed as limited to the particular forms disclosed,
since these are regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive. Moreover, variations and changes may be
made by those skilled in the art without departing from
the spririt of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. An erasable optical memory adapted for writing
and erasing data bits, in response to heating pulses,
comprising:
a transformation film having selected portions capable of being transformed from a low reflectivity to
a higher reflectivity phase in response to a first
heating pulse for storing digital bits of data as indicated by said phases, each high reflectivity phase
portion being responsive to sufficient physical
stress on one side to change from said higher reflectivity phase to said low reflectivity phase; and
a marmen alloy secured on a first side to said one side
of said film, said marmen alloy being responsive to
a second heating pulse at a selected portion to
transform itself from a martensitic state to a crystallographic state, and to generate, only when it so
transforms, said sufficient physical stress on said
one side of said transformation film at said selected
portion only, whereby the transformation film is
not subjected to a constant mechanical stress from
a source external to the memory in order to change
reflectivity phases, and wherein a portion of the
transformation film having one state is characterized as storing one logic state and when having
another state is characterized as storing another
logic state,
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wherein the generation of said sufficient physical stress
by the marmen alloy occurs with a concurrent physical
deformation of the marmen alloy sufficiently small such
that after application of the first and second heating
pulses the transformation film remains substantially
physically undeformed, and remains substantially laminated with the marmen alloy.
2. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said
marmem alloy is nickel-titanium, and said transformation film is samarium sulfide.
3. The apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said
alloy is secured on a second side to a supporting platform.
4. The apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said
marmem alloy has a thickness within the range between
about one ten-thousandths of an inch and about one-half
of one-thousandth of an inch, and said transformation
film has a thickness of approximately 1,000 angstroms.
S. The apparatus according to claim 2 wherein each
said portion is smaller than about 0.6 by about 0.6 micrometer.
6. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein a
protection layer is bonded to a top side of said film.
7. The erasable optical memory according to claim 1
wherein:
(a) the first heating pulse has a value between fifteen
and twenty milliwatts, the first heating pulse lasting less than about 100 nanoseconds, and the marmen alloy is not operatively affected by and is not
responsive to the first heating pulse; and
(b) the second heating pulse has a value between one
and two milliwatts, the second heating pulse lasting
less than about 100 microseconds, and the transformation film is not operatively affected by and is not
responsive to the second heating pulse.
S. The erasable optical memory of claim 7 wherein
the first heating pulse is a laser beam heating pulse.
9. The erasable optical memory of claim 7 wherein
the second heating pulse is a laser beam heating pulse.
10. The erasable optical memory of claim 1 wherein
the first heating pulse is a laser beam heating pulse.
11. The erasable optical memory of claim 1 wherein
the second heating pulse is a laser beam heating pulse.
12. The memory according to claim 1 wherein the
transformation film and the marmen alloy withstand
repetition of the first and second heating pulses while
remaining substantially laminated together.
13. The memory of claim 12 wherein said heating
pulses are laser beam heating pulses.
14. The erasable optical memory according to claim
13 wherein:
(a) the first heating pulse has a value between fifteen
and twenty milliwatts, the first heating pulse lasting less than about 100 nanoseconds, and the marmen alloy is not operatively affected by and is not
responsive to the first heating pulse; and
(b) the second heating pulse has a value between one
and two milliwatts, the second heating pulse lasting
less than about 100 microseconds, and the transformation film is not operatively affected by and is not
responsive to the second heating pulse.
15. The erasable optical memory according to claim 1
wherein the marmen alloy has an orthorhombic structure in the martensitic state, and has a superlattice structure in the crystallographic state.
16. A method of storing information in an erasable
optical memory responsive to laser beam heating pulses,
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and erasing individually selected bits of said data, comprising the steps of:
(a) securing a chalcogenide transformation film to a
marmen alloy;
(b) partitioning said film into a plurality of memory
portions;
(c) irradiating one or more portions of said chalcogenide film with a first of said heating pulses,
thereby to store data; and
(d) selectively irradiating one or more but less than all
of said portions with a second heating pulse of
longer duration and lower temperature, the marmen alloy stressing said one or more but less than
all of said portions in response to said selectively
irradiating, thereby to erase data,
wherein after irradiating the portions with the heating
pulses, the transformation film remains substantially
physically undeformed, and remains substantially laminated with the marmen alloy.
17. The method according to claim 16 wherein as the
first and second heating pulses are repeated, the transformation film and the marmen alloy remain substantially laminated together.
18. The method of claim 17 wherein the temperature
of both the first and second layers are elevated by means
of a laser beam heating pulse.
19. A multilayer optical memory comprising:
a first layer which is readable, writable, and erasable,
the first layer comprising a chalcogenide transformation film layer capable of being transformed
from a low reflectivity phase to a crystalline phase
at portions along a first surface where its temperature is elevated above a first temperature, and being
further capable of transformation from said crystal·
line phase to said low reflectivity phase at portions
along said first surface where it is stressed; and
a second layer of a marmen alloy capable of being
stressed at portions along a first surface by transformation from a martensitic phase to a crystallographic phase only where its temperature is e1evated above a second temperature less than said
first temperature, the first surface of said second
layer being secured to a second surface of said first
layer such that said stressing at said portions along
said first surface of said second layer is transmitted
to adjacent portions in said first layer, whereby the
first layer is not subjected to a constant mechanical

stress from a source external to the memory to
change from said crystalline phase to said low reflectivity phase, and
wherein said transformation of the marmen alloy is
sufficiently small such that the transformation film layer
remains substantially physically undeformed and remains substantially laminated to the marmen alloy layer
when said stressing occurs.
20. The memory of claim 19 wherein the transformation film and the marmen alloy withstand repeated
stressing of the portions of the first surface of the marmen alloy while remaining substantially laminated together.
21. The erasable optical memory according to claim
19 wherein the marmen alloy has an orthorhombic
structure in the martensitic phase and has a superlattice
structure in the crystallographic phase.
22. A method for recording information which comprises:
a. generating laser beam pulses at a first energy level
to reflect binary bits of two different values;
b. directing said beam pulses at a multilayer record
medium comprising a layer of a chalcogenide
transformation material deposited on a layer of a
marmen alloy;
c. selecting said first energy level to be sufficient to
transform said transformation material from a low
reflectivity phase to a higher reflectivity phase and
said alloy from a martensitic phase to a crystallographic phase, but limiting the duration of said
pulses at said first energy level to transform said
transformation material from said low reflectivity
phase to said higher reflectivity phase without
transforming said alloy from said martensitic phase
to said crystallographic phase.
23. The method of claim 22 further comprising a
method of erasing information recorded on said film by
generating laser beam pulses at a second energy level
insufficient to transform said transformation material
from said low reflectivity phase to said higher reflectivity phase but sufficient to transform said alloy from said
martensitic phase to said crystallographic phase.
24. The method of claim 22 or 23 in which said transformation material comprises samarium sulfide and said
marmen alloy comprises a nickel-titanium alloy.
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